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T
his report details the work of the weather analysis support team supported
by QIF funding for the year 2015-16.

Overview

This project was a continuation of work from a similarly funded project in 2014-15,
where a consortium of the Met Office and GSS departments including ONS, Defra, DfT,
ORR, Welsh Government and DECC explored the use of weather data in analysing
official statistics. The 2014-15 project delivered guidance on available weather data and
examples of using weather data to analyse official statistics time series. Three seminars
and a workshop were held to disseminate the results to the GSS and there was a wide
interest in this work from the GSS community.

Discussions with members of the GSS suggested that more support was needed to enable
the undertaking of such analysis. As such additional funding was sought from QIF
to facilitate workshops to enable knowledge sharing in this area. The 2015-16 project
delivered more in-depth workshops to support individual departments with an interest in
using weather data for analysis and made further improvements to the guidance developed
in the 2014-15 project.

Workshops

Four workshops were delivered to enable the transfer of knowledge on the types of weather
data available, examples of previous analysis, and to discuss how departments might
start analysing their own data.

Department for Transport

The 2014-15 project delivered an analysis of monthly road casualty statistics. DfT
extended this analysis to more time series and to include additional weather data. In
August 2015, ONS and DfT met for half a day to discuss the additional analysis. As a
result of this collaboration DfT published an article (link). This collaboration has also
led to an article in the February edition of Significance magazine co-written by DfT and
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/463049/rrcgb2014-03.pdf


ONS statisticians.

Additional work has also started with DfT including analysing daily road casualty data
and hourly congestion data. These analyses are on-going.

Scottish Government - October 2015

ONS and Met Office statisticians delivered a workshop at the Scottish Government on 12
and 13 October 2015. The workshop consisted of a seminar similar to that presented at
the end of the previous QIF project describing the types of available weather data and
providing examples of analysis.

The second day took the form of a computer lab-based workshop. This included a session
navigating the Met Office and other websites to locate different sources of weather data
and a walk-though of an analysis on road accidents. The analysis demonstration was
conducted in Win X-13, however most attendees used SAS or R for analysis. As a follow
up code carrying out the same analysis in SAS and R was prepared and circulated to
attendees.

Health and Social Care Information Centre - February 2016

On 4 February 2016, ONS and Met Office representatives delivered a workshop at HSCIC
to discuss the use of weather data in analysing hospital episode statistics (HES). The
workshop covered available weather data, previous analysis and discussion on how HSCIC
might start analysing the HES data. Since this workshop weather data on cold weather
events have been provided and HSCIC have started the analysis with support from ONS.
The analysis is on-going.

Office for National Statistics - March 2016

On 7 March 2016, ONS hosted a workshop for statisticians involved with publishing
mortality statistics. This was attended by representatives from ONS, Met Office and
DfT as part of the final project meeting. The workshop covered available weather data,
previous analysis, and mortality data and previous analysis in this area. There was a
discussion on analysis that could be conducted in this area.

Improvements to guidance

The 2014-15 project delivered the guidance “Exploring the effect of weather and climate
on official statistics” (link). Minor improvements were made to the guidance and version
1.1 was released in December 2016. Additional improvements are still being made to the
guidance and version 2 is planned for delivery in summer 2016, subject to resource.
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https://gss.civilservice.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Exploring-the-effect-of-weather-and-climate-on-official-statistics1.pdf


Task and finish group meetings

The weather task and finish group created for the previous project continued to meet
monthly via audio conference. Peter Helm, head of profession at Defra, chaired the
group until his retirement. The group would like to thank Peter for his part in starting
this group. ONS took over chairing this group in 2016. The group had a final meeting
in Newport on 7 March 2016. It was agreed to continue meeting monthly by audio
conference to maintain the connections within the group.
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